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Abstract
Speech enhancement and automatic speech recognition (ASR) are most often
evaluated in matched (or multi-condition) settings where the acoustic conditions
of the training data match (or cover) those of the test data. Few studies have
systematically assessed the impact of acoustic mismatches between training and
test data, especially concerning recent speech enhancement and state-of-the-art
ASR techniques. In this article, we study this issue in the context of the CHiME-
3 dataset, which consists of sentences spoken by talkers situated in challenging
noisy environments recorded using a 6-channel tablet based microphone array.
We provide a critical analysis of the results published on this dataset for various
signal enhancement, feature extraction, and ASR backend techniques and per-
form a number of new experiments in order to separately assess the impact of
different noise environments, different numbers and positions of microphones, or
simulated vs. real data on speech enhancement and ASR performance. We show
that, with the exception of minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR)
beamforming, most algorithms perform consistently on real and simulated data
and can benefit from training on simulated data. We also find that training on
different noise environments and different microphones barely affects the ASR
performance, especially when several environments are present in the training
data: only the number of microphones has a significant impact. Based on these
results, we introduce the CHiME-4 Speech Separation and Recognition Chal-
lenge, which revisits the CHiME-3 dataset and makes it more challenging by
reducing the number of microphones available for testing.
Keywords: Robust ASR, speech enhancement, train/test mismatch,
microphone array.
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1. Introduction
Speech enhancement and automatic speech recognition (ASR) in the pres-
ence of reverberation and nonstationary noise are still challenging tasks today
(Baker et al., 2009; Wo¨lfel and McDonough, 2009; Virtanen et al., 2012; Li
et al., 2015). Research in this field has made great progress thanks to real
speech corpora collected for various application scenarios such as voice com-
mand for cars (Hansen et al., 2001), smart homes (Ravanelli et al., 2015), or
tablets (Barker et al., 2015), and automatic transcription of lectures (Lamel
et al., 1994), meetings (Renals et al., 2008), conversations (Harper, 2015), di-
alogues (Stupakov et al., 2011), game sessions (Fox et al., 2013), or broadcast
media (Bell et al., 2015). In most corpora, the training speakers differ from the
test speakers. This is widely recognized as good practice and many solutions are
available to improve robustness to this mismatch (Gales, 1998; Shinoda, 2011;
Karafia´t et al., 2011; Swietojanski and Renals, 2014). By contrast, the acoustic
conditions of the training data often match (or cover) those of the test data.
While this allows for significant performance improvement by multi-condition
training, one may wonder how the reported performance would generalize to
mismatched acoustic conditions. This question is of tantamount importance for
the deployment of robust speech processing technology in new environments.
In that situation, the test data may differ from the training data in terms of
reverberation time (RT60), direct-to-reverberant ratio (DRR), signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), or noise characteristics. In a multichannel setting, the number of
microphones, their spatial positions and their frequency response also matter.
Regarding multichannel speech enhancement, the impact of the number of
microphones and the microphone distance on the enhancement performance has
been largely studied in the microphone array literature (Cohen et al., 2010). The
impact of imprecise knowledge of the microphone positions and frequency re-
sponses has also been addressed (Cox et al., 1987; Doclo and Moonen, 2007;
Anderson et al., 2015). For traditional speech enhancement techniques, which
require either no training or training on the noise context preceding each test ut-
terance (Cohen et al., 2010; Hurmalainen et al., 2013), the issue of mismatched
noise conditions did not arise. This recently became a concern with the emer-
gence of speech enhancement techniques based on deep neural networks (DNNs)
(Wang et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2014; Weninger et al., 2015), which require a larger
amount of training data not limited to the immediate context. Chen et al. (2015)
and Kim and Smaragdis (2015) considered the problem of adapting DNN based
enhancement to unseen test conditions, but their experiments were conducted
on small, simulated datasets and evaluated in terms of enhancement metrics.
Regarding ASR, the variation of the word error rate (WER) as a function of
the SNR was studied in several evaluation challenges, e.g., (Hirsch and Pearce,
2000; Barker et al., 2013). The adaptation of DNN acoustic models to specific
acoustic conditions has been investigated, e.g., (Seltzer et al., 2013; Karanasou
et al., 2014), however it has been evaluated in multi-condition settings rather
than actual mismatched conditions. The impact of the number of microphones
on the WER obtained after enhancing reverberated speech was evaluated in
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the REVERB challenge (Kinoshita et al., 2013), but the impact of microphone
distance was not considered and no such large-scale experiment was performed
with noisy speech. To our knowledge, a study of the impact of mismatched
noise environments on the resulting ASR performance is also missing.
Besides mismatches of reverberation and noise characteristics, the mismatch
between real and simulated data is also of timely interest. In the era of DNNs,
there is an incentive for augmenting the available real training data by per-
turbing these data or simulating additional training data with similar acoustic
characteristics. Simulation might also allow for rough assessment of a given
technique in a new environment before real data collected in that environment
become available. Suspicion about simulated data is common in the speech
processing community, due for instance to the misleadingly high performance
of direction-of-arrival based adaptive beamformers on simulated data compared
to real data (Kumatani et al., 2012). Fortunately, this case against simulation
does not arise for all techniques: most modern enhancement and ASR techniques
can benefit from data augmentation and simulation (Kanda et al., 2013; Brutti
and Matassoni, 2016). Few existing datasets involve both real and simulated
data. In the REVERB dataset (Kinoshita et al., 2013), the speaker distances
for real and simulated data differ, which does not allow fair comparison. The
CHiME-3 dataset (Barker et al., 2015) provides a data simulation tool which
aims to reproduce the characteristics of real data for training and twinned real
and simulated data pairs for development and testing. This makes it possible
to evaluate the improvement brought by training on simulated data in addition
to real data and to compare the performance on simulated vs. real test data for
various techniques.
In this article, we study the above mismatches in the context of the CHiME-3
dataset. Our analysis differs from the one of Barker et al. (2016), which focuses
on the speaker characteristics and the noise characteristics of each environment
and compares the achieved ASR performance with the intelligibility predicted
using perceptual models. Instead, we focus on mismatched noise environments,
different microphones, and simulated vs. real data. We provide a critical analysis
of the CHiME-3 results in that light and perform a number of new experiments
in order to separately assess the impact of these mismatches on speech enhance-
ment and ASR performance. Based on these results, we conclude that, except
for a few techniques, these mismatches generally have little impact on the ASR
performance compared to, e.g., reducing the number of microphones. We intro-
duce the CHiME-4 Speech Separation and Recognition Challenge, which revisits
the CHiME-3 dataset and makes it more challenging by reducing the number
of microphones.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall how
the CHiME-3 dataset was recorded and simulated and we attempt to charac-
terize these mismatches objectively from data. We measure the impact of data
simulation mismatch in Section 3 and that of environment and microphone mis-
match in Section 4. We introduce the CHiME-4 Challenge in Section 5. We
conclude in Section 6.
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Table 1: Approximate distance between pairs of microphones (cm).
Mic. no. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 10.2 20.0 19.0 21.5 27.6
2 10.2 0 10.2 21.6 19.1 21.6
3 20.0 10.2 0 27.6 21.5 19.0
4 19.0 21.6 27.6 0 10.0 20.0
5 21.5 19.1 21.5 10.0 0 10.0
6 27.6 21.6 19.0 20.0 10.0 0
2. Characterization of the mismatches
The CHiME-3 dataset consists of real and simulated recordings of speech
from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) corpus (Garofalo et al., 2007) in every-
day environments. Four environments are considered: bus (BUS), cafe´ (CAF),
pedestrian area (PED), and street (STR). The real data consists of utterances
spoken live by 12 US English talkers in these environments and recorded by
a tablet equipped with an array of six sample-synchronized microphones: two
microphones numbered 1 and 3 facing forward on the top left and right, one mi-
crophone numbered 2 facing backward on the top center, and three microphones
numbered 4, 5, and 6 facing forward on the bottom left, center, and right. See
Barker et al. (2016, Fig. 1) for a diagram. The distances between microphones
are indicated in Table 1. In order to help estimate the ground truth, speech
was also captured by a close-talking microphone approximately synchronized
with the array. Note that this close-talking signal is not clean and it is not used
as the ground truth directly: see Section 2.3.1 for the ground truth estimation
procedure for real data. The simulated data is generated from clean speech
utterances and continuous background noise recordings, as described in more
detail in Section 2.3.2 below. The overall dataset involves a training set of 1600
real and 7138 simulated utterances, a development set of 1640 real and 1640
simulated utterances, and a test set of 1320 real and 1320 simulated utterances.
The speakers in the training, development, and test sets are disjoint and they
were recorded in different instances of each environment (e.g., different buses).
All data are sampled at 16 kHz. The start and end time and the speaker iden-
tity of all utterances are annotated and the task is to transcribe the real test
utterances. For more details, see Barker et al. (2015).
2.1. Environment mismatch
A first mismatch between data concerns the recording environments. Due
to the use of a tablet whose distance to the speaker’s mouth varies from about
20 to 50 cm, the level of reverberation in the recorded speech signals is limited.
The main difference between environments is hence the level and type of back-
ground noise. Barker et al. (2016) measure the SNR and the nonstationarity of
every instance of each environment. These metrics correlate well with the WER
in a multi-condition setting, but they are obviously insufficient to predict the
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performance of a system trained in one environment when applied in another.
We provide a different characterization here in terms of the mismatch between
environments and between instances of each environment.
Fig. 1 shows the spectrograms of two different noise instances for each en-
vironment, taken from the 17 continuous background noise recordings provided
in CHiME-3 (4 recordings for BUS, CAF, and PED, and 5 for STR). Many
differences can be seen. For instance, BUS noise evolves slowly over time and
concentrates below 400 Hz, while PED noise is more nonstationary and wide-
band. Also, the second instance of CAF noise differs significantly from the first
one.
In an attempt to quantify these mismatches objectively, we propose to com-
pute log-likelihood ratios (LLRs). We represent channel 51 of each background
noise recording r by a sequence of 39-dimensional features yrn consisting of 13
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) computed on 25 ms frames with
10 ms overlap indexed by n 2 {0, . . . , N − 1}, and their first- and second-order
derivatives. We split each recording into the first 8 min (denoted as ytrainr )
for training and the next 8 min (denoted as ytestr ) for testing. We train a 32-
component Gaussian mixture model (GMM) Mr on y
train
r and apply it on y
test
r
as well as on every ytestr0 , r
0 6= r. The LLR
LLR(r0|r) = logP (ytestr0 |Mr)− logP (y
test
r |Mr) (1)
measures how well a noise model trained on one recording r in one environment
generalizes to another recording r0 in the same or another environment, inde-
pendently of the difficulty of modeling recording r itself due to the long-term
nonstationarity of the data. We average the LLRs over all model and recordings
corresponding to each environment.
The resulting LLRs are shown in Table 2. Similar values were obtained with
different numbers of Gaussian components from 32 to 512 (not shown here). As
expected, the LLRs on the diagonal are large, which means that noise models
generalize well to other recordings in the same environment. Actually, with
the exception of CAF (second row), a noise model trained on one recording
in one environment generalizes better to other recordings in that environment
than to another environment. This is likely due to the features being more
similar within one environment than across environments, as discussed above.
Perhaps more surprisingly, the table is not symmetric: switching the training
and test environments can yield very different results. For instance, the noise
model trained on CAF generalizes well to STR, but the reverse claim does not
hold. This can likely be attributed to the fact that the variance of the features
differs from one environment to another: training on features with high variance
and testing on features with low variance yields a larger LLR than the opposite.
Generally speaking, CAF appears to be a favorable environment for training (the
1We chose channel 5 because it provided the best WER among all channels with the original
challenge baseline.
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Figure 1: Example spectrograms of channel 5 of two different noise instances for each envi-
ronment.
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Table 2: Average LLR per frame obtained when training a noise model on one recording in one
environment and testing it on other recordings in that environment or another environment.
Test
BUS CAF PED STR
Training
BUS -4.6 -11.4 -12.0 -4.9
CAF -9.4 -2.1 0.0 0.2
PED -18.3 -6.5 -3.4 -5.1
STR -7.5 -10.0 -8.5 -1.5
LLRs on the corresponding row are large) and STR a favorable environment for
testing (the LLRs on the corresponding column are large).
Other differences between environments concern speaker and tablet move-
ments and early reflections. Movement mismatches could be quantified using,
e.g., LLRs between trajectories modeled by hidden Markov models (HMMs),
but they are not directly related to system performance since most speaker lo-
calization systems do not rely on training. Concerning early reflections, they
cannot be reliably quantified from real, noisy data with current signal process-
ing techniques. For these reasons, we do not attempt to characterize these
mismatches objectively hereafter.
2.2. Microphone mismatch
A second mismatch between data concerns the microphones used for record-
ing. Assuming that the physical sound power is similar at all microphones on
average over all background noise recordings2, the relative magnitude response
of each microphone can be roughly estimated as follows. We compute the power
spectrum of each channel within 1 s Hann windows and 1/6 octave frequency
bands. We then average these spectra over 1 min segments and compute dif-
ferences in log-magnitude with respect to channel 1. Finally, we compute the
mean and the standard deviation of these differences over the 8 h of continuous
background noise recordings. The results are shown in Fig. 2. Two clusters
of channels appear. Channels 2 and 3 (on top of the tablet) exhibit a compa-
rable frequency response relative to channel 1, while channels 4, 5, and 6 (on
the bottom) have more energy at low frequencies and less at high frequencies.
Also, the overall gain of channels 2 and 3 is similar to channel 1, while that of
channels 4 and 5 is significantly lower and that of channel 6 is higher. Overall,
the difference between channels may be as large as 5 dB at certain frequencies.
2By “physical sound power”, we mean the power of the sound field before it is captured
by the microphones. At a given time, a far-field noise source is expected to result in similar
physical sound power at all microphones below 1 kHz, roughly. Above that frequency, far-field
noises impinging from the back (resp. front) are partially masked by the tablet when reaching
microphone 2 (resp. microphones 1, 3, 4, 5, 6). Our computation therefore assumes that near-
field noise sources come from many different directions on average and that the physical noise
powers at the front and at the back are similar. Although these assumptions are reasonable
for the considered noise environments, they cannot be precisely quantified.
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Another related mismatch concerns microphone failures. The reader is referred
to (Barker et al., 2016) for more information about this issue.
Figure 2: Microphone frequency response relative to channel 1 estimated on 1 min background
noise segments. Solid lines correspond to the mean over the 8 h of continuous background
noise recordings and colored areas to plus or minus one standard deviation.
2.3. Simulation and ground truth estimation mismatches
One last important mismatch between data concerns real vs. simulated data.
As mentioned earlier, the CHiME-3 dataset contains real data, which were spo-
ken live by 12 talkers in noisy environments, and simulated data, which were
constructed by mixing clean speech recordings with noise backgrounds in a way
that tries to match the properties of real data. The ground truth speech and
noise signals underlying real data are not readily available and must be esti-
mated by means of signal processing. Indeed, the close-talking speech signal
is not clean enough for this purpose: as can be seen in Fig. 3, top, it includes
background noise (e.g., between 0 and 0.5 s), breathing noises (e.g., between
9.4 and 10.1 s), “pop” noises due to plosives (e.g., “p” at 0.8 s, 2.9 s, 4.5 s, and
8.1 s), and a channel effect compared to the speech signal recorded by the tablet
microphones (Fig. 3, middle left). Therefore, real and simulated data are not
only different, but the underlying ground truth speech and noise signals were
obtained in a different way too. In order to understand this mismatch, it is
necessary to describe the simulation and ground truth estimation procedure in
more detail.
2.3.1. Ground truth estimation for real data
The speech and noise signals underlying every real recording r are estimated
as follows. Let us denote by xri(t) and cr(t) the signals recorded by the i-th array
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microphone and the close-talking microphone, respectively. The signals are
represented in the complex-valued short-time Fourier transform (STFT) domain
by their coefficients Xri(n, f) and Cr(n, f) in time frame n and frequency bin
f . The STFT is computed using half-overlapping sine windows of 256 samples
(16 ms).
The time frames are partitioned into Kr variable-length, half-overlapping,
sine-windowed blocks indexed by k 2 {1, . . . ,Kr} such that the amount of
speech is similar in each block. To do so, the number of significant STFT bins
(above the median STFT magnitude) in the close-talking signal is accumulated
over time and the center frame nk of the k-th block is chosen as the
k−1/2
Kr
-th
quantile of this distribution. We also define n0 = 0 and nKr+1 = N . The
windowed STFT coefficients in the k-th block are defined as
Xrki(n, f) = wrk(n)Xri(n, f) (2)
Crk(n, f) = wrk(n)Cr(n, f) (3)
where wrk(n) is a finite-length window extending from nk−1 to nk+1 − 1 made
of the left half of a sine window of length nk − nk−1 (except for the first frame
where a rectangular window is used) and the right half of a sine window of length
nk+1 − nk (except for the last frame where a rectangular window is used). The
number of blocks Kr is equal to the total duration of the signal divided by
250 ms.
The speech Srki(n, f) and the noise Brki(n, f) underlying the noisy signal
Xrki(n, f) in each block are estimated by subband filtering
Srki(n, f) =
LmaxX
l=Lmin
Arki(l, f)Crk(n− l, f) (4)
Brki(n, f) = Xrki(n, f)− Srki(n, f) (5)
where Lmin = −3, Lmax = 8, and Arki(l, f) is the STFT-domain relative impulse
response between the close-talking microphone and the i-th array microphone
of L = Lmax−Lmin+1 taps. Subband filtering across several frames is required
to handle imperfect microphone synchronization and early reflections (if any).
Windowing into blocks is also required to address speaker and tablet movements,
as well as the fact that the close-talking speech signal is not clean.
The relative impulse responses Arki(l, f) are estimated in the least squares
sense by minimizing
P
n |Brki(n, f)|
2 separately in each block k and each bin f .
The optimal L⇥ 1 vector Arki with entries Arki(l, f) is classically obtained as
Arki = G
−1
rk Drki (6)
where Grk is an L⇥L matrix with entries Grkll0 =
P
n Crk(n−l, f)C
⇤
rk(n−l
0, f)
and Drki is an L ⇥ 1 vector with entries drkil =
P
n Xrki(n, f)C
⇤
rk(n − l, f)
(Vincent et al., 2007).
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The full STFT is reconstructed by overlap-add:
Sri(n, f) =
KrX
k=1
wrk(n)Srki(n, f) (7)
Bri(n, f) = Xri(n, f)− Sri(n, f). (8)
This choice of windows ensures exact reconstruction. Time-domain speech and
noise signals sri(t) and bri(t) are eventually obtained by inverse STFT.
The estimated speech signal sri(t) was considered as a proxy for the ground
truth clean speech signal (which cannot be measured).
2.3.2. Data simulation and ground truth definition for simulated data
Given real data and the corresponding ground truths, simulated data were
constructed by convolving clean speech recordings with time-varying impulse
responses and mixing them with noise backgrounds in a way that matches the
speech and noise types, the speaker or tablet movements, and the SNR of real
data. Ideally, the time-varying impulse responses used for simulation should
have been taken from real data. However, the ground truth impulse responses
are not readily available and, although the ground truth estimation procedure
in Section 2.3.1 yields reasonable estimates for the speech and noise signals at
the microphones, it does not provide good estimates for the impulse responses
Arki(l, f). This is due to the fact that the close-talking signal is not clean and to
the intrinsic difficulty of estimating time-varying impulse responses from a small
number of samples in the presence of noise. Therefore, simulation was based
on tracking the spatial position of the speaker in the real recordings using the
SRP-PHAT algorithm (DiBiase et al., 2001) and generating the time-varying
pure delay filter corresponding to the direct path between the speaker’s mouth
and the microphones instead.
For every real utterance r in the development and test sets, a matched simu-
lated utterance was generated by convolving the same sentence recorded in clean
conditions in a sound proof booth with this time-varying pure delay filter and
adding the estimated noise bri(t) such that the SNR
P
it |sri(t)|
2/
P
it |bri(t)|
2
is preserved.
For every real utterance in the training set, several simulated utterances were
generated using the same time-varying pure delay filter and SNR, but different
clean speech utterances from the original WSJ0 corpus and different noises taken
from the set of continuous background noise recordings for the corresponding
environment. An equalization filter estimated as the ratio between the average
power spectrum of booth data and original WSJ0 data was applied.
For all simulated data, the ground truth clean speech signal is obviously
known exactly.
2.3.3. Discussion
Fig. 3 displays the spectrogram of channel 5 of real and simulated noisy
speech and the corresponding ground truths for one utterance in the develop-
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ment set. Similar behavior was observed for other utterances. On the one hand,
the real and simulated noisy speech signals appear to be quite similar in terms
of speech and noise characteristics and SNR at each frequency, which suggests
that single-channel ASR techniques may benefit from these simulated data. On
the other hand, although the estimation of the ground truth speech signal un-
derlying the real data helps getting rid of the “pop” noises and the distorted
spectral envelope in the close-talking recording, it remains “noisier” than the
clean speech ground truth for simulated data. This raises the question how
DNN-based enhancement techniques, which employ these ground truth speech
signals as targets for training, can benefit from real or simulated data.
Also, a number of multichannel properties of real data such as microphone
responses, microphone failures, channel-dependent SNR, early reflections, and
reverberation (low but nonzero) were not simulated, due to the difficulty of
estimating these parameters from real data with current signal processing tech-
niques. This raises the additional question how multichannel enhancement and
ASR techniques can cope with these mismatches.
3. Impact of data simulation mismatch
After having characterized and quantified the various mismatches, we now
analyze their impact on ASR performance. This section concerns the impact
of data simulation mismatch on the main processing blocks typically involved
in a robust ASR system, namely speech enhancement, feature extraction, and
ASR backend. We report several pieces of evidence stemming both from a
critical analysis of the results of the systems submitted to CHiME-3 and from
a new experiment. Our analysis can differ depending whether the considered
processing techniques rely on training or not. In the former case, results are
reported both on development and test data since these techniques may overfit
the development data (which is typically used for validation during training). In
the latter case, similar behavior is typically observed on development and test
data and we report the results on development data only, when those on test
data are unavailable. Based on these pieces of evidence, we attempt to answer
the following two questions:
1. are simulated data useful for training in addition to real data?
2. how does the performance improvement brought by various robust ASR
techniques on simulated development/test data compare with real data?
3.1. Baseline
To start with, let us analyze the performance of the baseline ASR backend
for the CHiME-3 challenge (Barker et al., 2015). Two different acoustic mod-
els are considered. For the GMM-based system, the acoustic features are 13
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs). Three frames of left and right
context are concatenated and reduced to 40 dimensions using linear discrimi-
nant analysis (LDA), maximum likelihood linear transformation (MLLT), and
speaker-dependent feature-space maximum likelihood linear regression (fMLLR)
11
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Figure 3: Example real and simulated data and corresponding ground truths. For all signals
except the close-talking microphone signal, only channel 5 is shown.
(Gales, 1998). For the DNN-based system, the acoustic features are 40 logmel
features with five frames of left and right context. The DNN is trained by cross-
entropy (CE) minimization, followed by state-level minimum Bayes risk (sMBR)
optimization. Both baselines were implemented with Kaldi. By default, only
channel 5 (ch5) is used for training and testing.
The resulting WERs are recalled in Table 3. The performance on real and
simulated data appears to be similar on the development set but quite different
on the test set. This difference is mostly due to the fact that the test speakers
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produced less intelligible speech when recorded in noisy environments than when
recorded in a booth (Barker et al., 2016). By contrast, the development speak-
ers produced similarly intelligible speech in both situations. Clearly, achieving
similar absolute WERs on real and simulated data is hard if not unfeasible due
to the fact that utterances produced by live talkers used in the recordings will
always be different for different repetitions. However, the absolute WER is not
so relevant for the goal of evaluating and comparing different techniques. One
is then more interested in measuring whether the relative WER improvement
brought by one technique on simulated development/test data is a reliable pre-
dictor of the improvement on real data. In the rest of this section, we will report
the absolute WER achieved by the tested techniques but we shall analyze the
results in terms of relative improvement only.
Table 3: Baseline WER (%) when training and testing on noisy real and simulated data (ch5).
Acoustic model
Dev Test
real simu real simu
GMM 18.70 18.71 33.23 21.59
DNN 16.13 14.30 33.43 21.51
3.2. Speech enhancement
3.2.1. Beamforming and post-filtering
Multichannel speech enhancement is a popular approach for improving ASR
robustness in noisy conditions. Table 4 reports the results of various beamform-
ing and spatial post-filtering techniques, namely minimum variance distortion-
less response (MVDR) beamforming with diagonal loading (Mestre and Lagu-
nas, 2003), delay-and-sum (DS) beamforming (Cohen et al., 2010), Zelinski’s
post-filter (Zelinski, 1988), its modification by Simmer et al. (1994), and mul-
tichannel alignment (MCA) based beamforming (Stolbov and Aleinik, 2015)3.
Apart from the MVDR beamformer which provides a very large improvement on
simulated data but no improvement on real data, all tested techniques provide
similar improvement on real and simulated data.
The lack of robustness of MVDR and other direction-of-arrival based adap-
tive beamformers on real data has been known for some time in the audio signal
processing community (Gannot et al., 2001; Araki et al., 2003). These beam-
formers aim to minimize the noise power under the constraint of a unit response
in the direction of the speaker. This constraint is valid for the CHiME-3 sim-
ulated data, which are simulated using a pure delay filter, but it does not hold
anymore on real data. Indeed, early reflections (and to a lesser extent reverber-
ation) modify the apparent speaker direction at each frequency, which results
3MCA is a particular type of filter-and-sum beamforming where the filters are the rela-
tive transfer functions between each microphone and the DS beamformer output, which are
estimated by cross-correlation.
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Table 4: WER (%) achieved by beamforming and spatial post-filtering applied on all channels
except ch2 using the GMM backend retrained on enhanced real and simulated data (Prudnikov
et al., 2015).
Enhancement
Dev
real simu
none 18.70 18.71
MVDR 18.20 10.78
DS 12.43 14.52
DS + Zelinski 14.29 15.25
DS + Simmer 12.75 14.14
MCA 10.72 12.50
in undesired cancellation of the target. Fixed beamformers such as DS and its
variant known as BeamformIt (Anguera et al., 2007) which was used in many
challenge submissions do not suffer from this issue due to the fact that their
spatial response decays slowly in the neighborhood of the estimated speaker di-
rection. Modern adaptive beamformers such as MCA or the mask-based MVDR
beamformer of Yoshioka et al. (2015) do not suffer from this issue either, due
to the fact that they estimate the relative (inter-microphone) transfer function
instead of the direction-of-arrival. Specifically, Yoshioka et al. (2015) estimated
a time-frequency mask which represents the proposition of speech vs. noise in
every time-frequency bin and they derived the beamformer from the multichan-
nel statistics (spatial covariance matrices) of speech and noise computed from
the corresponding time-frequency bins. They reported this beamformer to per-
form similarly on real and simulated data, which is particularly noticeable as it
contributed to their entry winning the challenge.
A few challenge entries also employed multichannel dereverberation tech-
niques based on time-domain linear prediction (Yoshioka et al., 2010) or in-
terchannel coherence-based time-frequency masking (Schwarz and Kellermann,
2014). As expected, these techniques improved performance on real data but
made a smaller difference or even degraded performance on simulated data due
to the fact that it did not include any early reflection or reverberation (Yoshioka
et al., 2015; Barfuss et al., 2015; Pang and Zhu, 2015).
3.2.2. Source separation
As an alternative to beamforming and post-filtering, multichannel source
separation techniques such as model-based expectation-maximization source
separation and localization (MESSL) (Mandel et al., 2010) and full-rank lo-
cal Gaussian modeling (Duong et al., 2010) have been considered. Again, these
techniques operate by estimating the relative transfer function for the target
speaker and the interfering sources from data. As expected, Bagchi et al. (2015)
and Fujita et al. (2015) reported similar performance for these two techniques
on real and simulated data. Single-channel enhancement based on nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) of the power spectra of speech and noise has also
been used and resulted in minor improvement on both real and simulated data
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(Bagchi et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2015).
3.2.3. DNN-based beamforming and separation
By contrast with the aforementioned enhancement techniques, DNN-based
enhancement techniques have recently emerged which do require training. In
the following, we do not discuss DNN post-filters, which provided a limited im-
provement or degradation on both real and simulated data (Hori et al., 2015;
Sivasankaran et al., 2015), and we focus on multichannel DNN-based enhance-
ment instead.
Table 5 illustrates the performance of the DNN-based time-invariant gener-
alized eigenvalue (GEV) beamformer proposed by Heymann et al. (2015). This
beamformer is similar to the mask-based MVDR beamformer of Yoshioka et al.
(2015) mentioned in Section 3.2.1, except that the time-frequency mask from
which the multichannel statistics of speech and noise are computed is estimated
via a DNN instead of a clustering technique. It is followed by a time-invariant
blind analytic normalization (BAN) filter which rescales the beamformer output
to ensure unit gain for the speaker signal. The DNN was trained on simulated
data only, using the ideal mask computed from the underlying clean speech
signal as the desired DNN output. The training set was either the original
CHiME-3 simulated training set or an augmented simulated training set ob-
tained by rescaling the noise signals by a random gain in [8 dB, 1 dB]. Two
new utterances were generated for every utterance in the original set. The re-
sults in Table 5 indicate that DNN-based time-invariant GEV beamforming,
BAN rescaling, and data augmentation consistently improve performance both
on real and simulated data. These results also indicate that the enhancement
system is able to leverage the simulated data to learn about the real data and
that increasing the amount and variety of simulated data further improves per-
formance.
Table 5: WER (%) achieved by DNN-based beamforming trained on original or augmented
simulated data using the GMM backend retrained on enhanced real and simulated data (Hey-
mann et al., 2015).
Enhancement
Dev Test
real simu real simu
none 18.70 18.71 33.23 21.59
DNN-based GEV 10.42 10.20 16.47 11.16
DNN-based GEV (augmented) 10.40 9.61 15.92 10.53
DNN-based GEV (augmented) + BAN 9.92 8.88 14.65 9.75
Sivasankaran et al. (2015) exploited a DNN to perform multichannel time-
varying Wiener filtering instead. The desired DNN outputs are the magnitude
spectra of speech and noise, which are computed from the underlying clean
speech signals in the case of simulated data or using the procedure described
in Section 2.3.1 in the case of real data. Given the speech and noise spectra
estimated by the DNN, the spatial covariance matrices of speech and noise are
estimated using a weighted expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and used
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to compute a multichannel time-varying Wiener filter (Cohen et al., 2010). A
comparable ASR improvement was achieved on real and simulated data. How-
ever, it was found that training the DNN on real data improved the results on
real data compared to training on both real and simulated data, despite the
smaller amount of training data available in the former case.
3.2.4. Impact of ground truth estimation
One possible explanation for the difference observed when training the en-
hancement DNN of Sivasankaran et al. (2015) on real vs. simulated data may
be the way the ground truth is estimated rather than the data themselves. In-
deed, as shown in Section 2.3.3, the spectrograms of real and simulated data
appear to be similar, while the underlying ground truth speech signals, which
are estimated from noisy and close-talk signals in the case of real data, look
quite different. The fact that the ground truth speech signals for real data are
“noisier” may be beneficial since it yields smoother time-frequency masks hence
smaller speech distortion.
In order to validate this hypothesis, we compared the performance achieved
by multichannel DNN-based enhancement when trained either on real data alone
or on both real and simulated data and considered two distinct ground truths
for the simulated data: either the true clean speech signals used to generate the
data, or the ones estimated via the least squares subband filtering technique
in (4)–(5) which are deliberately “noisier”. We performed this experiment us-
ing the DNN-based multichannel source separation technique of Nugraha et al.
(2016a), which is a variant of the one of Sivasankaran et al. (2015) that relies
on exact EM updates for the spatial covariance matrices (Duong et al., 2010)
instead of the weighted EM updates of Liutkus et al. (2015).
The results for this new experiment are shown in Table 6. Although train-
ing on real data still leads to the best results when testing on real data, using
the same ground truth estimation technique for both real and simulated data
significantly reduces the gap when training on real and simulated data. We
attribute the residual gap to the fact that, even when using the same ground
truth estimation technique, the ground truth remains “cleaner” for simulated
data than for real data. More work on ground truth estimation is required
to close this gap and benefit from simulated training data. In addition, train-
ing on real data now leads to a performance decrease on simulated data, while
Sivasankaran et al. (2015) found it to consistently improve performance on both
real and simulated data. Along with the recent results of Nugraha et al. (2016b)
on another dataset, this suggests that, although weighted EM made little differ-
ence for spectral models other than DNN (Liutkus et al., 2015), weighted EM
outperforms exact EM for the estimation of multichannel statistics from DNN
outputs. More work on the estimation of multichannel statistics from DNN
outputs is therefore also required.
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Table 6: WER (%) achieved by the multichannel DNN-based enhancement technique of Nu-
graha et al. (2016a) depending on the choice of training data and ground truth estimation
technique, using the GMM backend retrained on enhanced real and simulated data.
Training data (ground truth)
Dev Test
real simu real simu
Real (estimated) + simu (clean) 13.47 11.08 26.31 14.49
Real (estimated) + simu (estimated) 12.46 10.19 23.85 13.49
Real (estimated) 11.97 11.78 22.24 16.24
3.3. Feature extraction
3.3.1. Robust features and feature normalization
After speech enhancement, the next processing stage of a robust ASR sys-
tem concerns feature extraction and transformation. Table 7 illustrates the per-
formance of two robust features, namely damped oscillator coefficients (DOC)
(Mitra et al., 2013) and modulation of medium duration speech amplitudes
(MMeDuSA) (Mitra et al., 2014), and a popular feature transform, namely fM-
LLR (Gales, 1998). The improvement brought by these techniques appears to be
quite correlated between real and simulated data. Other authors also found this
result to hold for auditory-motivated features such as Gabor filterbank (GBFB)
(Martinez and Meyer, 2015) and amplitude modulation filter bank (AMFB)
(Moritz et al., 2015) and feature transformation/augmentation methods such
as vocal tract length normalization (VTLN) (Tachioka et al., 2015) or i-vectors
(Pang and Zhu, 2015; Prudnikov et al., 2015), provided that these features and
methods are applied to noisy data or data enhanced using the robust beamform-
ing or source separation techniques listed in Section 3.2. Interestingly, Tachioka
et al. (2015) found VTLN to yield consistent results on real vs. simulated data
when using GEV beamforming as a pre-processing step but opposite results
when using MVDR beamforming instead. This shows that the difference in the
characteristics of enhanced real vs. simulated signals induced by MVDR car-
ries over to the features. Other enhancement techniques which result in similar
characteristics for enhanced real and simulated signals do not appear to suffer
from this problem.
Table 7: WER (%) achieved after enhancement by BeamformIt using various feature ex-
traction and normalization methods and the DNN backend retrained on enhanced real and
simulated data without sMBR (Hori et al., 2015).
Features
Dev Test
real simu real simu
Mel 10.66 12.58 20.17 23.86
DOC 10.18 12.00 18.53 20.35
MMeDuSA 9.54 10.83 18.27 19.26
DOC + fMLLR 8.68 10.06 15.28 17.10
MMeDuSA + fMLLR 8.39 9.73 14.96 16.30
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3.3.2. DNN-based features
DNN-based feature extraction techniques that do require training have also
recently become popular. Tachioka et al. (2015) concatenated logmel or MFCC
features with 40-dimensional bottleneck (BN) features extracted as the neuron
outputs in the smaller hidden layer of a neural network with two hidden layers
trained to predict phoneme posteriors. The neural network was trained on real
and simulated data with logmel and pitch features as inputs. Irrespective of
the enhancement technique used as a pre-processing step, the resulting ASR
performance was found to improve on simulated data but not on real data.
The underlying reasons are unclear, especially considering the fact that training
a full ASR backend on real and simulated data did improve performance on
both real and simulated data (see Section 3.4 below). More investigations are
required to understand this phenomenon.
3.4. ASR backend
3.4.1. Acoustic modeling
The final processing stage of a robust ASR system concerns the ASR back-
end. This includes acoustic modeling, language modeling, and possibly fusion of
various systems. Table 8 lists the performance of various DNN-based acoustic
models on noisy data.
The tested DNN architectures include conventional fully connected DNNs
comprising 4 or 10 hidden layers, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
comprising 2 or 3 convolution layers topped with fully connected hidden layers,
and a “network in network” (NIN) CNN (Lin et al., 2014). In the NIN, we have
an additional multilayer perceptron (MLP) layer, which is a fully connected
K ⇥ K (plus bias) conventional MLP without using convolution (this means
that we have additional 1 ⇥ 1 convolution layer), where K is the number of
feature maps used in the previous convolutional layer. This 1 ⇥ 1 convolution
(or MLP) layer considers the correlation of K activations unlike the independent
process performed by a standard CNN, and the 1 ⇥ 1 convolution is inserted
every after every ordinary CNN layer in a whole network. The performance
improvements brought by these increasingly complex architectures appear to be
consistent on real and simulated data.
Table 8: WER (%) achieved on noisy data using various acoustic models trained on noisy real
and simulated data (all channels) without sMBR (Yoshioka et al., 2015).
Acoustic model
Dev Test
real simu real simu
DNN (4 hidden) 13.64 13.51 23.05 16.68
DNN (10 hidden) 12.27 11.97 21.05 14.51
CNN (2 hidden) 11.94 11.70 20.02 14.17
CNN (3 hidden) 11.52 11.25 19.21 13.34
NIN 11.21 10.64 18.47 12.81
It must be noted that, with the exception of Vu et al. (2015), all challenge
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entrants trained GMM-HMM and DNN-HMM acoustic models on real and sim-
ulated data. Heymann et al. (2015) found that discarding real data and training
a GMM-HMM acoustic model on simulated data only increases the WER by
3% and 4% relative on real development and test data, respectively. This minor
degradation is mostly due to the smaller size of the training set and it proves
without doubt that acoustic models are able to leverage simulated data to learn
about real data. Actually, Heymann et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2015) ob-
tained a consistent ASR improvement on real and simulated data by generating
even more simulated data, thereby increasing the variability of the training set.
These additional data were generated by rescaling the noise signals by a random
gain. Augmenting the training set by using individual microphone channels or
performing semi-supervised adaptation on the test data also yielded consistent
improvements on real and simulated data (Yoshioka et al., 2015).
By contrast with these results, Vu et al. (2015) found that, in the case when
MVDR beamforming is applied, training the ASR backend on real data only
improves the WER on real test data compared to training on real and simulated
data. This confirms that the difference in the characteristics of enhanced real vs.
simulated signals induced by MVDR carries over to the ASR backend too. Other
enhancement techniques which result in similar characteristics for enhanced real
and simulated signals do not appear to suffer from this problem.
3.4.2. Language modeling and ROVER fusion
Concerning other parts of the decoder, Hori et al. (2015) reported consistent
improvements on real and simulated data by replacing the default 3-gram lan-
guage model used in the baseline by a 5-gram language model with Kneser-Ney
(KN) smoothing (Kneser and Ney, 1995), rescoring the lattice using a recurrent
neural network language model (RNN-LM) (Mikolov et al., 2010), and fusing
the outputs of multiple systems using MBR. This claim also holds true for sys-
tem combination based on recognizer output voting error reduction (ROVER)
(Fiscus, 1997), as reported by Fujita et al. (2015). This comes as no surprise
as these techniques are somewhat orthogonal to acoustic modeling and they are
either trained on separate material or do not rely on training at all.
3.4.3. Discriminative fusion
Fujita et al. (2015) also proposed a discriminative word selection method to
estimate correct words from the composite word transition network created in
the ROVER process. They trained this method on the real development set
and found it to improve the ASR performance on real data but to degrade it
on simulated data. It is unclear whether training on both real and simulated
data would have made a difference. More research is needed to understand this
issue.
3.5. Summary
Let us summarize the outcomes of our analysis. On the one hand, we have
seen evidence that MVDR beamforming performs much better on simulated data
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than on real data due to the absence of early reflections and reverberation in the
simulated data. The resulting mismatch between enhanced real and simulated
data propagates to the features and the ASR backend. This negatively affects
the choice of features and training data and the overall system performance.
On the other hand, we have seen plenty of evidence that fixed beamform-
ers (such as DS and BeamformIt) and modern adaptive beamformers (such as
MCA or mask-based MVDR) which are not training-based do not suffer from
this problem and result in enhanced real and simulated data with similar char-
acteristics. The relative improvement brought by signal enhancement, feature
extraction/transformation, or acoustic modeling techniques on real data can
then be predicted from the improvement brought on simulated data. Crucially,
the fact that real and simulated data share similar characteristics also makes it
possible to leverage simulated data to learn about real data. Performance can
actually be improved by generating even more simulated data that increase the
variability of the training set.
Finally, the impact of real vs. simulated mismatches on training-based en-
hancement techniques is more contrasted. Simulated training data were suc-
cessfully used for DNN-based GEV beamforming, but DNN-based multichannel
Wiener filtering performed better when trained on real data instead. This was
found to be mostly due to the way the ground truth speech signals are defined
for simulated noisy data.
4. Impact of environment and microphone mismatches
We now analyze the impact of environment and microphone mismatches on
ASR performance. Specifically, we consider the performance degradation that
results from training the enhancement front-end and the ASR acoustic model on
certain environments or microphones and testing them on others. Since these
mismatches were not present in CHiME-3, the results below are all based on
new experiments. We do not study training-based feature extraction or system
fusion techniques further for the reasons exposed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.3.
4.1. Multichannel DNN-based separation
Our first experiment deals with the impact of environment mismatch on
training-based enhancement techniques, as measured by the resulting ASR per-
formance. We considered the DNN-based multichannel source separation tech-
nique of Nugraha et al. (2016a). As explained in Section 3.2.4, this technique is
trained on real data only.
We study three different training setups:
• single-condition: train on 1 environment (e.g., BUS), test on the same one
or another one,
• few-condition: train on 3 environments (e.g., all but BUS), test on one of
them or on the remaining one,
• many-condition: train on all 4 environments.
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The first setup is a classical single-condition matched/mismatched setup. The
second setup aims to assess the number of environments required for multi-
condition training, as well as its performance in a test environment which was
not seen during training. The last setup constitutes a classical multi-condition
training setup, where all possible test environments are part of the training set.
In order to analyze the results independently of the amount of training data,
three different many-condition systems were considered, using 1/4, 3/4, or the
full real training set. These are denoted as “1/4 of all”, “3/4 of all”, and “all”,
respectively, below. Each training setup resulted in a different enhancement
system.
The resulting ASR performance was evaluated using the updated DNN-
based baseline distributed by the organizers after the challenge4 (Hori et al.,
2015). This baseline is identical to the one described in Section 3.1, except
that decoding is performed using a 5-gram language model with KN smoothing
and RNN-LM based rescoring. The acoustic model was trained on the full real
and simulated training set. Results are reported for real data only, however.
We consider two different acoustic models for each enhancement system to be
evaluated:
• a generic acoustic model trained on the training set enhanced by the many-
condition enhancement system denoted as “all”,
• a specific acoustic model trained on the training set enhanced by the
enhancement system to be evaluated.
The first setup ensures that the impact of environment mismatch on the en-
hancement performance is assessed independently of the ASR system (since
all enhancement systems are evaluated using a unique many-condition acoustic
model), but it does not fit the data as well as the second setup.
The results are shown in Table 9. It appears that the WERs obtained with
the generic acoustic model and the specific acoustic models follow similar trends,
however the latter are systematically lower. Hence we focus on the lower half
of the table in the following. Several comments can be made.
When training on 1 environment, the best performance on test data is
achieved by matched training (same training and test environment) only for BUS
and STR. For CAF and PED, the best performance is achieved by training on
STR. Also, for the same amount of data, many-condition training performs best
for all test environments but STR. This indicates that matched training is not
always desirable. The fact that DNNs can take advantage of multi-condition
training is well known (Li et al., 2015). The fact that mismatched training
data is sometimes preferable to matched data has also been recently observed5.
These two facts are generally attributed to the regularization effect induced by
the larger variance of the training data. We see that this explanation does not
4https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi/tree/master/egs/chime3
5For instance, Yoshioka et al. (2015) showed that training a DNN acoustic model on noisy
data achieved better results than training it on enhanced data, when decoding enhanced data.
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fully hold since STR turns out to be a favorable training environment for CAF,
despite its lower variance than CAF itself. Which characteristics make a given
environment better for training remains an open question.
Automatically predicting the best training environment for each test environ-
ment is difficult too, since it differs on the development set. The LLRs used to
characterize the noise signals in Table 2 appear consistent with the best training
environment to some extent. For instance, the two best training environments
when testing on BUS are BUS or STR and the two best training environments
when testing on STR are CAF or STR. However, this does not hold for the two
other testing environments. Also, the LLR is not linearly related to the WER.
This explains why CAF, which appeared to be a favorable training environment
in Table 2, turns out to perform worst in Table 9, essentially due to its very bad
performance when testing on BUS. More work is needed towards better noise
characterization metrics in the line of Section 2.1.
When training on 3 environments, all combinations of environments achieve
similar results. Only “all but BUS” performs slightly worse on BUS. This shows
that including data from the test environment in the training set is most often
not required, provided that the training set contains a sufficient number of other
environments. Also, interestingly, “all but STR” and “all but PED” perform
comparably or slightly better than many-condition training on average. This
suggests that automatic selection of training data within a multi-condition set
has the potential to further improve performance.
4.2. Acoustic modeling
We now investigate the impact of environment and microphone mismatches
on ASR acoustic modeling. We use the updated DNN-based baseline with DNN
acoustic modeling and 5-gram and RNN-LM based rescoring, as used in Section
4.1.
4.2.1. Environment mismatch
We first focus on the environment mismatch. Similarly to Section 4.1, we
extract a subset of the training data with either 1 or 3 environments and train
an acoustic model on this subset. Once we obtain the acoustic model, we eval-
uate it on all environments of the test set. As a reference, we also prepare
a multi-condition model trained with approximately same amount of training
data (i.e., “1/4 of all” and “3/4 of all”), which are randomly extracted from
all environments. We disabled speech enhancement to make the discussion sim-
ple. The acoustic model is trained on channel 5 (ch5) of the real and simulated
training set. Table 10 reports the results on real development and test data.
When training on 1 environment, the best performance on test is often
achieved by matched training (same training and test environment) except for
BUS, although the best WERs for CAF and STR are not statistically significant
compared with the second best WERs according to the matched pairs sentence-
segment word error test (p = 0.638 and 0.373 respectively). This can be found
by checking the diagonal elements of the upper half of the Table except for the
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Table 9: Average WER (%) obtained by training and testing the DNN-based multichannel
enhancement system of Nugraha et al. (2016a) in different environments. Dashed lines delimit
training sets having the same amount of data.
Training
Dev (real) Test (real)
BUS CAF PED STR Avg. BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
Generic ASR acoustic model
BUS 10.12 7.71 4.93 8.07 7.71 27.20 14.34 18.44 10.72 17.67
CAF 16.24 7.05 4.93 8.13 9.09 47.49 12.01 17.15 9.86 21.62
PED 15.06 6.86 4.51 7.65 8.52 39.67 11.65 16.12 8.91 19.09
STR 10.08 6.84 4.41 6.84 7.04 30.55 12.03 17.17 8.42 17.04
1/4 of all 9.43 7.02 4.38 7.14 6.99 24.53 11.28 16.52 8.39 15.18
all but BUS 9.41 5.60 4.09 6.34 6.36 25.99 10.42 15.15 7.13 14.67
all but CAF 7.58 5.74 3.92 6.39 5.91 19.78 10.25 15.66 7.71 13.35
all but PED 7.74 5.68 4.29 6.08 5.95 20.21 10.07 16.05 7.60 13.48
all but STR 8.04 5.21 4.13 6.58 5.99 20.17 10.38 14.65 7.86 13.27
3/4 of all 7.60 5.52 3.73 6.08 5.73 19.57 10.66 14.82 7.88 13.23
Specific ASR acoustic model
BUS 8.97 7.20 4.59 7.76 7.13 21.03 13.06 17.92 9.28 15.32
CAF 12.58 6.98 5.13 7.79 8.12 31.48 13.15 16.95 8.78 17.59
PED 11.76 7.02 4.48 6.87 7.53 27.89 12.20 17.04 8.93 16.51
STR 9.68 6.70 4.60 7.21 7.05 24.30 11.80 16.42 8.48 15.25
1/4 of all 8.78 6.58 4.78 7.37 6.88 20.83 11.65 15.94 8.72 14.28
all but BUS 8.60 5.62 3.98 6.56 6.19 22.62 10.72 15.47 7.55 14.09
all but CAF 7.80 5.90 3.84 6.74 6.07 18.90 10.59 16.07 7.53 13.27
all but PED 7.49 5.90 3.91 6.25 5.89 18.56 10.76 14.93 8.09 13.08
all but STR 7.23 5.94 4.06 7.33 6.14 18.19 10.03 15.08 7.94 12.81
3/4 of all 7.67 5.86 3.70 6.28 5.88 18.84 10.98 15.41 7.79 13.26
all 7.10 5.41 3.61 6.22 5.59 17.27 10.37 15.90 7.55 12.77
“1/4 of all” row and the “Avg.” column. However, this observation does not
hold for development data and matched training performs best only for STR.
This suggests that, similarly to speech enhancement, ASR acoustic modeling is
not sensitive to the mismatch between training and test environments in the
case when the training data consists of a single environment.
The lower half of Table 10, which reports the results achieved by the acoustic
model trained on 3 environments, corresponds to a more practical scenario for
actual use. The effect of environment mismatch can be found by checking the
diagonal elements except for the “3/4 of all” row and the “Avg.” column.
We observe six cases, namely BUS and CAF in the development set and all
environments in the test set, for which the acoustic model trained on data
excluding that environment scored worse than acoustic models trained on data
including that environment. This indicates that environmental mismatch can
often cause a WER degradation, but not always. However, the WER difference
is very small except for BUS, and the matched pairs sentence-segment word
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error test (Gillick and Cox, 1989) for the test data shows that the worst WERs
for CAF, PED, and STR are not statistically significant compared with the
second worst WERs (p = 0.660, 0.704, and 0.095, respectively). Therefore,
we can conclude that environmental mismatch between training and test data
degrades the performance in most training scenarios, but not significantly so.
It is also interesting to note that multi-condition training (“3/4 of all”) is not
always best when we use STR in the development data and CAF and STR in
the test data. This suggests that ASR acoustic modeling could benefit from
automatic selection of training data within a multi-condition set.
These conclusions remain essentially valid when replacing the DNN acoustic
model with a GMM acoustic model (not shown in the Table).
Finally, comparing these ASR results with Table 2 in Section 2.1, we see that
there is no meaningful relationship between LLRs and WERs (e.g., the column-
wise order of LLRs and the reverse order of WERs are not similar to each other).
This indicates that the LLR is not a useful measure to predict ASR performance
and more work is needed to predict the impact of environment mismatches on
ASR without using transcriptions.
Table 10: Average WER (%) obtained by training and testing a DNN acoustic model with
RNN-LM rescoring on different environments. Dashed lines delimit training sets having the
same amount of data.
Training
Dev (real) Test (real)
BUS CAF PED STR Avg. BUS CAF PED STR Avg.
BUS 21.18 18.29 11.20 14.08 16.19 45.56 33.34 26.53 17.71 30.78
CAF 20.05 11.25 7.88 14.02 13.30 44.33 23.22 18.78 16.88 25.80
PED 20.93 11.08 8.29 14.36 13.67 43.86 23.53 17.53 17.37 25.57
STR 19.46 14.62 8.41 12.46 13.74 40.31 28.63 22.27 16.14 26.83
1/4 of all 19.47 10.77 7.73 12.48 12.61 40.47 23.52 17.90 15.47 24.34
all but BUS 17.20 8.16 5.89 9.78 10.25 35.50 18.34 13.66 12.29 19.94
all but CAF 16.23 9.56 6.02 10.29 10.52 32.87 20.92 15.45 12.25 20.37
all but PED 16.21 9.16 5.68 9.88 10.23 32.62 20.64 15.66 12.33 20.31
all but STR 16.45 8.67 5.72 10.25 10.27 33.11 18.88 15.06 12.94 20.00
3/4 of all 15.93 8.02 5.49 10.03 9.87 32.75 19.41 13.45 12.40 19.50
4.2.2. Microphone mismatch
The next experiments focus on the microphone mismatch between training
and test data for acoustic modeling. We trained the acoustic model with each
microphone and tested the performance for all 6 microphone signals. Similarly
to the previous experiments, we disabled speech enhancement to make the dis-
cussion simple. Table 11 show the WERs for each training and test microphone,
where we used both real and simulation data to train the acoustic models.
From these results, we can observe that the acoustic model trained on chan-
nel 6 scores best for all channels but channels 2 and 3 on the development set.
On the other hand, on the test set, the acoustic model trained on channel 2
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Table 11: Average WER (%) obtained by training and testing a DNN acoustic model and
5-gram and RNN-LM rescoring on different microphones, with real and simulated training
data. The best WER in each column has a gray background.
Training Dev (real) Test (real)
(real+simu) ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6 ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6
ch1 12.26 47.74 12.25 10.86 9.41 9.63 22.03 69.60 26.00 20.97 17.72 20.70
ch2 12.54 43.22 12.79 11.15 9.73 9.75 21.29 64.52 25.32 20.59 17.06 19.65
ch3 12.49 48.20 12.88 11.46 9.68 9.80 22.68 70.89 26.93 21.55 17.83 20.71
ch4 13.51 50.73 13.43 11.63 9.53 10.02 23.95 73.85 28.04 22.21 17.95 21.21
ch5 13.90 52.28 13.68 11.74 9.63 10.11 24.98 75.51 29.53 23.07 18.91 22.62
ch6 12.39 49.35 12.51 10.80 9.15 9.56 22.08 71.30 26.22 20.81 16.80 19.92
scores best for all channels but channel 5. We can also see that matched train-
ing (diagonal elements in the Table) does not score best except for channel 2
(development and test data) and channel 6 (development data).
This means that the microphone mismatch does not cause significant degra-
dation, which is an unexpected result. For the test data, we additionally per-
formed a matched pairs sentence-segment word error test (Gillick and Cox,
1989) between the best and second best WERs in each column, and obtained
p = 0.014, <0.001, 0.030, 0.441, 0.337, 0.322 for channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,
respectively. This indicates that the best results are not so statistically signifi-
cant except for channel 2 as test data, which yields a much higher WER than
other channels.
A similar tendency was observed for the development data when we only
used real data to train the acoustic models, as shown in Table 12. Although
the test data result looked different from that in Table 12, the overall tendency
of small difference between the best and second best results still exists, and we
did not observe serious performance degradation due to the mismatch except
for channel 2. These results show that the impact of microphone mismatch on
acoustic modeling is not significant when training and testing on single-channel
data.
Finally, we investigate the relationship between the microphone frequency
responses in Fig. 2 and the WERs in Table 11. We can observe that, in Fig. 2,
the frequency responses of channels 4 and 5 behave similarly to each other and
differently from that of channel 1 and, in Table 10, the WERs obtained when
decoding channel 1 of the development and test data are indeed worse when
training on channels 4 or 5 than on channel 1. However, the frequency response
of channel 6 also behaves very differently from that of channel 1, yet the WERs
obtained when training on channel 6 and decoding channel 1 are very close to
those obtained when training on channel 1. Therefore, the frequency responses
and the WERs are only partially correlated.
4.3. Summary
Let us summarize our findings regarding environment and microphone mis-
match. Whether one considers multichannel enhancement or acoustic modeling,
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Table 12: Average WER (%) obtained by training and testing a DNN acoustic model and
5-gram and RNN-LM rescoring on different microphones, with real training data. The best
WER in each column has a gray background.
Training Dev (real) Test (real)
(real) ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6 ch1 ch2 ch3 ch4 ch5 ch6
ch1 17.13 61.72 17.44 16.33 13.59 14.50 31.65 83.01 35.20 30.62 27.07 30.76
ch2 23.29 51.13 23.64 21.34 20.23 20.17 32.43 71.36 35.85 32.44 29.12 31.77
ch3 16.77 60.00 17.12 15.94 13.81 14.08 30.86 83.04 34.94 30.20 26.26 30.91
ch4 17.55 60.05 17.85 15.50 13.57 14.08 31.65 82.74 35.64 28.74 25.13 29.27
ch5 18.51 63.24 18.71 16.42 13.54 14.51 33.60 84.05 37.70 30.25 25.84 30.73
ch6 16.80 59.60 17.02 15.11 12.90 13.09 31.33 81.65 35.18 28.25 24.72 28.04
environment mismatches sometimes have an impact when training on a single
environment, but the respective differences are small. This claim is also sup-
ported by the case when moderately increasing the number of environments to
three in the training set. Also, microphone mismatches have very little impact
on the acoustic modeling performance in a single-channel setup.
These conclusions motivate us to focus on another issue than environment
and microphone mismatch in the new CHiME-4 Challenge setup, that is to limit
the number of microphones in the test stage. The next section investigates the
effect of the number of microphones and proposes a baseline of the CHiME-4
Challenge accordingly.
5. A CHiME-4 challenge
5.1. Number of microphones
The microphone array literature has shown that the number of microphones
and the microphone distance do affect the enhancement performance (Cohen
et al., 2010). We investigate the resulting impact on the ASR performance when
testing on multichannel data. To do so, we use the variant of DS beamforming
implemented in BeamformIt (Anguera et al., 2007), which was used by many
challenge entrants and was found to be among the best enhancement techniques
for this corpus. We evaluate the resulting ASR performance using the updated
DNN-based official baseline, similar to that in Section 4.1. However, we train
the DNN acoustic model on unprocessed noisy speech from channel 5 instead of
enhanced speech, since it turns out to provide better performance.
We selected different microphone configurations with different numbers of
microphones. For instance, when we pick up the microphones for 3, 4, and 5
channel cases, we consider symmetric positions in the front side of the tablet,
which would be beneficial for beamforming. For the 2 microphone case, we
pick up channels {1,3} and {5,6}, which correspond to different microphone
geometries (distances). We also provide single-channel results for channel 6,
which has the smallest rate of microphone failures (Barker et al., 2016).
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Table 13 summarizes the results. Although the performance improves when
discarding channel 2, whose SNR is lowest, it significantly degrades as we fur-
ther decrease the number of microphones. For example, the WER in the single-
channel case is almost twice as much as the WER in the 5-channel case. How-
ever, if we consider product requirements, a smaller number of microphones is
preferable in terms of the financial cost and computational resources, and we
should focus on the improvement of the ASR performance with small micro-
phone numbers. The next section explains the design of new CHiME-4 Chal-
lenge setup based on this degradation result.
Table 13: Average WER (%) obtained by training a DNN acoustic model on unprocessed
noisy real and simulated data from channel 5, decoding enhanced data obtained by applying
BeamformIt to various combinations of microphones, and rescoring by an RNN-LM.
Training Test Dev (real) Test (real)
ch5
BeamformIt with ch{1,2,3,4,5,6} 6.40 12.42
BeamformIt with ch{1,3,4,5,6} 5.97 11.25
BeamformIt with ch{1,3,5,6} 6.17 12.06
BeamformIt with ch{1,3,5} 7.46 14.87
BeamformIt with ch{1,3} 9.73 19.78
BeamformIt with ch{5,6} 8.49 17.18
ch6 10.44 22.82
5.2. A CHiME-4 challenge setup
Table 14: CHiME-4 setup and baseline WERs (%).
Track Model
Dev Test
real simu real simu
1ch
GMM 22.16 24.48 37.54 33.30
DNN+sMBR 14.67 15.67 27.68 24.13
DNN+RNN-LM 11.57 12.98 23.70 20.84
2ch
GMM 16.22 19.15 29.03 27.57
DNN+sMBR 10.90 12.36 20.44 19.04
DNN+RNN-LM 8.23 9.50 16.58 15.33
6ch
GMM 13.03 14.30 21.83 21.30
DNN+sMBR 8.14 9.07 15.00 14.23
DNN+RNN-LM 5.76 6.77 11.51 10.90
Table 14 summarizes the CHiME-4 Challenge setup, which consists of three
tracks:
• The 6ch Track is equivalent to the CHiME-3 setup, where we can use all
microphones. The baseline score is based on the result of BeamformIt
with channels {1,3,4,5,6} in Table 13, that is, we excluded channel 2 as
the performance was better without it. Of course, participants may use
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channel 2 in their systems. This track provides an opportunity for the
participants of the CHiME-3 Challenge to refine their techniques, or for
new participants to evaluate their techniques against a fairly strong official
baseline. Note that the new baseline would have ranked among the very
best teams in the CHiME-3 Challenge.
• The 2ch Track focuses on 2-channel scenarios. The microphone pairs are
selected for each utterance in such a way that microphone failures do not
arise. The main challenge in this track is to mitigate the performance
degradation from 6 to 2 microphones.
• The 1ch Track only uses a single channel. Again, the microphone is se-
lected for each utterance in such a way that microphone failures do not
arise. This track is similar to conventional ASR tasks based on single-
channel processing. Important techniques used in this context could be
single-channel enhancement, data simulation, and acoustic modeling, and
we expect that participants in the ASR community mainly deal with this
track.
For the training data, we do not restrict microphone usage unlike for the test
data.
We use the same regulations as in CHiME-36 for all three tracks. In short,
participants are allowed to use the speaker labels in all datasets and the envi-
ronment labels in the training set. They can also exploit the embedded test data
in the limit of the 5 s preceding each utterance. They are not allowed, however,
to use external datasets or to augment the provided dataset unless each speech
signal is mixed with the same noise signal as in the original simulated training
set (i.e., only the impulse responses can be modified, not the noise instance).
We provide an official baseline using Kaldi (Povey et al., 2011) for each
track from the official challenge package and the Kaldi repository. We consider
three baseline models: a GMM-HMM with a 3-gram language model, a DNN-
HMM with a 3-gram language model and sMBR, and a DNN-HMM with a
5-gram language model and RNN-LM based rescoring. The unprocessed data
of channel 5 (ch5) is used to train all systems.
6. Perspectives
In this paper, we provided an exhaustive assessment of the impact of acous-
tic mismatches between training and test data on the performance of robust
ASR systems. We studied this issue in the context of the CHiME-3 dataset
and considered three possible sources of mismatch: data simulation, different
noise environments, and different microphone setups. We showed that, with the
notable exception of MVDR beamforming, most of the methods implemented in
robust ASR systems result in comparable relative WER improvements on real
6http://spandh.dcs.shef.ac.uk/chime_challenge/chime2015/instructions.html
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and simulated data and benefit from training on large amounts of simulated
data. Also, we found that training on different noise environments and different
microphones barely affects the ASR performance, especially when several envi-
ronments are present in the training data. Only the number of microphones has
a significant effect on the performance. The detailed outcomes of this analysis
were summarized in Sections 3.5 and 4.3 and are not recalled here.
There are several perspectives to this work. First, the distinct behavior
of MVDR beamforming on real vs. simulated data was attributed to the ab-
sence of early reflections and reverberation in the simulated data. This was
motivated by the fact that automatic estimation of the characteristics of early
reflections and reverberation from real, noisy recordings is unfeasible by means
of least squares filtering. Improved signal processing or simulation techniques
are therefore required to simulate early reflections and reverberation that match
the characteristics of real data to a sufficient extent. How this will affect the
performance of MVDR and (marginally) that of other techniques is an open
question. Second, we also found the procedure used to estimate the ground
truth clean speech signal for real and simulated data to have an impact on the
performance of training-based enhancement techniques beyond the mismatches
between the noisy signals themselves. Improved signal processing techniques
are therefore required for this task too. Third, the estimation of multichan-
nel statistics from DNN-based time-frequency masks (see Section 3.2.4) and the
use of bottleneck features (see Section 3.3.2) or discriminative system fusion (see
Section 3.4.3) yielded unexplained differences between real and simulated data
that call for additional investigation. Finally, although the CHiME-4 challenge
will push research further in the direction of mismatched microphone setups, the
extent to which this can be evaluated is limited by the fact that the microphones
used in the experimental setup are all from the same brand and type and are
limited in number. Collecting data and analyzing ASR performance for a much
wider variety of microphone directivities (e.g., cardioid), microphone self-noise
levels, and array geometries appears to be an exciting perspective.
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